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PROBLEM STATEMENT WE ARE
ADDRESSING:
In the realm of Designing Digital  Enterprises,  the challenge l ies
in leveraging AI ,  ML,  and data analytics to revolutionize
businesses.  This isn 't  just about adopting technology but using
it  strategical ly to reshape industr ies.  

Enterprises face the task of navigating vast data landscapes to
derive insights ,  enhance customer experiences,  and optimize
operations.  Success in this space means not just understanding
these technologies but implementing innovative solutions that
drive tangible change.  I t 's  about empowering businesses  to
thrive and remain competit ive in a landscape defined by the
rapid pace of digital  evolution.



SOLUTION OVERVIEW
INGINT
ONE FOR ALL

Ingint ,  an al l- in-one AI-driven analytics platform, empowers
users to derive AI-based insights from their  data,  result ing in
t ime savings and increased eff iciency.

1 .

Ingint provides robust tools designed to address key areas:
database exploration ,  obtaining intel l igent insights and
trends from the data ,  and  identifying anomalies  within the
database.

2.

Our solution incorporates a  project-centered management
system  with authentication capabi l it ies ,  enabl ing mult iple
users to collaborate seamlessly  on a shared project and
access a dedicated f i le pool ,  u lt imately enhancing
operational  eff iciency.

3.

TREND ANALYSIS

F ILE  GPT

ANOMALY DETECTION



TECH STACK
Uti l iz ing OpenAI 's API  offers numerous
advantages.  It  enables seamless
integration of cutting-edge language
capabi l it ies into various appl ications and
systems. Developers can harness the
power of AI-generated text ,  natural
language understanding,  and context
comprehension.  This API  faci l itates tasks
l ike content creation,  chatbots,  language
translation,  code generation,  and more,
boosting productivity and user
experience.  Its continuous updates ensure
access to the latest advancements in AI
technology,  posit ioning developers to
create innovative and intel l igent
solutions.

 Open-Ai
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MODEL WIREFRAME
The depicted f lowchart effectively i l lustrates the core logic implemented to aid GPT in
comprehending and correlating the input data.  This process enables GPT to generate
responses embedded with insightful  analytics for our use.

UNSTRUCTURED DATA



MODEL WIREFRAME
We have also taken and restr icted Personal Identif iable Information (PI I)  by smartly
replacing it  with dummy data when passed on to GPT and improving the prompts,  as data
privacy is a concern for both customers and the bank

STRUCTURED DATA AND NATURAL LANGUAGE QUERY

The received problem is
interpreted using NLP,
which is then passed to

langchain to queery
and extract the data.

Langchain extracts the
relevant information by
auto generating queries

and filtering the data
using MYsql

The extracted data is
sent to GPT model for

interpretation and
analysis. GPT model is

well trained on libraries
like pandas for data

interpretation

GPT creates the
relevant response to

the question keeping in
mind the parameters
set in the customised

prompt

The Wireframe in the
previous slide follows an

approach for the
unstructured data whereas
this overview follows the
approach for structured

data.



Strategic Decision-Making:

Accessible Data
Exploration:

Cultural Shift towards
Data-Driven Practices:

Efficiency and Innovation:

Proactive Anomaly
Detection:

IMPACT AND BENEFITS:

Empowers swift, data-
driven decisions through
trend analysis using key
performance indicators
(KPIs), aligning with the
hackathon's focus on
leveraging AI for industry
transformation.

Natural language querying
democratizes data
access, fostering
informed decision-making
among non-technical
users and enhancing
customer experiences, in
line with the hackathon's
goal of innovative
solutions.

Encourages a data-driven
culture in enterprises,
fostering adaptability and
competitiveness in a
rapidly changing market,
in line with the
hackathon's focus on
digital transformation.

Optimizes business
processes, reduces
costs, and encourages
innovation by bridging
complex data analysis
with user accessibility,
reflecting the hackathon's
emphasis on
groundbreaking solutions.

Early anomaly
identification ensures data
integrity and operational
efficiency, aligning with
the hackathon's aim to
reshape industries
through AI-driven
solutions.



SNAPSHOTS



OUR TEAM

Aditya Pal Singh Aditya Gupta Mayank Bansal Abhinav Narang

Final year CSE student

Expertise in Django,

APIs,  Prompt

Engineering, and

HTML/CSS

Owner- Dotnitron

AI and Backend Expert, 

Expertise and

Experience with GPT

technology

Owner- Dotnitron

ReactJS Specialist,

expertise in frontend

design implementation

and planing

Final year EE student

Expertise in full-stack

development, machine

learning, solutions

planning


